
GLG 101 - Chapter 8: Deformation and Metamorphism     Name ___________________  Fav Rock_______

Introduction

1. If you laid a towel on a table, what could you do to make the towel look like the land in the picture on page 204?  

2. The process of ______________________ created this and resulted in _________________________ rock.

8.1 How Do Rocks Respond to Stress?

3. How are rocks underground under stress?

4. When the applied stress greater than the rock’s strength, the rock can do one of 3 things.  Those things are… 

A B C

5. The brittle-ductile transition occurs about _________ km deep in Earth’s crust. 

5. Why does shallow rock break above that transition but flow below that transition?

6. In the 3 images below, A) describe what has happened and B) draw arrows indicating where the forces came from.   
Use the words displacement, rotation, and strain.

8.2 How Do Rocks Respond to Changes in Stress, Temperature, and Fluids?

7. Draw arrows on the three boxes below showing compression, tension and shear. 

8.  How is what happens to shallow rocks different from what happens to deep rocks when under compression, tension or 
shearing?  Look at the images. Something is always true. 

https://www.bing.com/maps?q=appalachian+mountains&FORM=HDRSC4


9.  Did this rock form on the surface or down deep and how do you know? -> 

10. What is that white stuff in the rock below and how did it form?

8.3 How Do Rocks Fracture? 

11. What is the difference between a joint and a fault?  Aren’t they the same thing?

12. Two ways joints form are…   

8.4 What Are Different Types of Faults?

13. What is the difference between dip and strike?  

14. Draw the 3 types of faults, label the foot & hanging wall, name each, and list the force causing each. 

NAME     _______________________      _______________________      _______________________

FORCE   _______________________      _______________________      _______________________

15.  Sketch and label a horst and graben. 



8.5 What Are Folds and How Are They Shaped?

16. Label the on that blue graphic over there -> 
      the anticline, the syncline, and the monocline.
      The put an arrow next to the oldest layers on the anticline
      and syncline SURFACE.  
      (Don’t do that with the mononcline.  No need.) 

17. How are a dome and a basin alike?                            18.  Different? 

8.6 What Are Some Metamorphic Features?

19.  Why does metamorphic cleavage occur only under low temperatures? 

20.  Sketch foliation in a rock over there.  Yeah, just draw foliation.  -> 

21. What is lineation? 

22. Which picture in part D is your favorite and why? 

8.7 What Are Some Common Metamorphic Rocks?

23. The sedimentary rock shale can get squished to ____________ which can get squished to ___________________ 

       which can get squished to ___________________ which can get squished to ___________________. 

24. Sandstone can be metamorphosed into ___________________ but limestone becomes ______________________. 

25. One example of a metamorphosing igneous rock is_________________ changing to  __________________. 

8.8 How Does Metamorphism Occur?

26. Three things that cause metamorphism are ___________, _____________, and _______________

27. Which of the ways that regional metamorphism occurs is your favorite?  Why?

8.9 Where Does Metamorphism Occur?

28. As you descend into Earth’s crust, temperatures _______________ and pressure ________________

29. What does figure 6 on page 222 have to do with question 22 above? 



30. How do mets form along ocean-continent convergent boundaries?

31. How are mets formed in continental collisions?  

8.10. What Processes Occur in Extensional Strike-Slip Faulting?

32. Describe the metamorphism that occurs along divergent or rifting boundaries. 

33. Describe strike-slip faults, where they occur, and features they may form on the land surface. 

8.11 How Are Different Structures and Metamorphic Features Related?

34. Sketch a series of fault blocks.            35.  Draw a reverse fault               36. Draw a thrust fault and anticline. 
      Yeah, that’s it.  Just draw them.                 and monocline.  
      They are important in our area. 

37. The force that caused that mess in B is ______________________________

8.12 How Are Geologic Structures and Metamorphic Rocks Expressed in the Landscape?

38. Four metamorphic structures are _______________, ______________, _______________ & __________________.

That’s enough.  The rest is good for those going on in geology.  We’re happy here. 

8.13 How Do We Study Geologic Structures and Metamorphic Features?

8.14 What is the Structural and Metamorphic History of New England?


